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HE FIRST HYPOTHESIS SUGGESTed by the French daily Le
Monde after the July 10 bombing of the Rainbow Warrior in
New Zealand was that Greenpeace had sunk its own flagship. "If one
sticks to the adage 'who profits from the
crime?' it is obvious that it's the movement
itself," it wrote, before excluding the hypothesis as "too Machiavellian."
There was no dearth of suspects in as
much as Greenpeace had made enemies all
over the world because of its campaigns to
stop chemical and nuclear industries from
contaminating the seas with toxic waste.
Le Monde noted suggestively that the
Americans had especially good reason to
be annoyed both with the Rainbow Warrior
(for aiding victims of American nuclear test
contamination in the Marshall Islands) and
with New Zealand for closing its ports to
American nuclear warships.
Four weeks later it came out that the
couple of suspects arrested by New Zealand
police were French agents, and all clues
pointed to the DGSE (General Direction of
External Security), the French version of
the CIA. Suddenly the tune changed. Now
everybody was not against Greenpeace,
everybody was against France. Greenpeace, it was hinted darkly, was being manipulated by the very powers it had been
irritating, by the "Eastern bloc" on one side
and the "Anglo-Saxons" on the other. They
were all picking on France.
Roger Wybot, the retired chief of the
internal spying outfit, the DST (Direction
of Surveillance of the Territory), said he
strongly suspected "our 'good English
friends'" of having tipped off the New
Zealanders about the French spy couple.
"We've always had a lot of trouble with
British intelligence," Wybot grumbjed to
the daily Le Matin. For good measure, he
added that "Greenpeace is infiltrated by the
Eastern countries."
Good professional French agents could
not have so botched the job as to get caught,
commentators speculated. If they weren't
framed by Soviet or "Anglo-Saxon" agents,
then perhaps the operation had been sabotaged from within: by rightists trying to embarrass the Socialist government, or, on the
other hand, by Socialists trying to pin the
caper on rightists. The presence, lurking
around the Rainbow Warrior, of two
teams—the couple traveling under false
Swiss passports as "Sophie and Alain
Turenge," and a hired yacht carrying three
frogmen and a doctor known as an extreme
right-winger—could be interpreted to fit
either theory.
Or it could be that the conspicuous sailboat with a rightist connection was supposed to divert New Zealand security services' attention away from the "Turenge"
couple. The DGSE had also sent Lieutenant
Christine Gabon to infiltrate the Greenpeace group in Auckland posing as "Fre"derique Bonlieu," an ecologist with a letter
of introduction from a Socialist member
of Parliament who had signed an anti-nuclear petition in the '70s.
The Rainbow Warrior was preparing- to
lead a protest campaign against French nuclear weapons tests in the South Pacific
when it was sunk by two explosive charges
attached to its hull by divers. The technique
is known as a specialty of the French secret
services. Portuguese photographer Fernando Pereira was killed by the second
blast. The death toll could have been much
higher. Seven international leaders ,of
Greenpeace who had planned to spend the
night aboard the Rainbow Warrior changed
their minds and decided to go ashore shortly
before the explosions.
Since the DGSE has been incriminated,
the usual word used in France to describe
the operation has been bavure, or "snafu."
Roger Wybot found it "altogether indecent that some French people act indignant
that such an operation, even with disastrous
results, could be programmed. France did

France on the policy of nuclear deterrence.
Now there can be no deterrence without
testing. Approving the bomb means approving Mururoa. But testing involves protecting the test site.... Let's look the other
way then as to the Auckland attack, since
it is understood that nations should be
hypocritical in such circumstances, but let's
markable silence. Opposition leaders Gis- not ourselves be dupes of this false indignacard, Barre and Chirac said nothing. Right- tion."
In an editorial, the daily Liberation noted
wing Gaullist Michel Debre spoke up to
express "surprise that the operation was so that a "broad zone of tacit consensus has
been revealed this summer in the French
badly done."
The most outspoken opposition politi- political class," thanks to the force de
cian was Charles Pasqua, Senate leader of frappe. "It must be believed that realpolitik
the neo-Gaullist RPR. Pasqua blasted the has invaded numerous heads, that state terSocialist government for tolerating "inac- rorism has suddenly become routine. But
ceptable interference on our soil by New is it maybe simply one of the secondary
Zealand!" This was a reference to New Zea- effects of atomic weapons to popularize
land officials sent to France to investigate cynicism? Isn't it natural that once you
the sinking of the Rainbow Warrior. Pasqua agree with the idea of eventually vitrifying
is enraged with New Zealand for supporting Kharkov, the hull of a rainbow trawler or
the Melanesian population of New Cal- the hide of a Portuguese photographer are
edonia in its demands for independence not morally troubling?"
Liberation itself has helped "popularize
from France,
"The president of the Republic, in order cynicism." It condemned the sinking of the
to demonstrate that he knew nothing, im- Rainbow Warrior on the grounds of an inmediately demanded to be told all," VSD expiable "ridiculousness."
By late August, only two second-level
editorialized. "But what's it all about? SurContinued on page 10
veys prove that a broad consensus exists in

Facts point to France
in Warrior sinking
what she had to do out there by putting out
of circulation people who were harming her
interests."
Perhaps the DST knew about such "indignant French people," but they were not
very conspicuous.
Of course, the DGSE was indignant at
being caught and afraid of catching the
blame. Anonymous intelligence sources
leaked justifying theories to receptive journalists: Greenpeace was "a nest of spies"
linked to the Eastern bloc preparing to spy
on France's neutron bomb tests with ultrasophisticated equipment. Greenpeace was
a "tool of British Petroleum" out to block
development of French nuclear power to
make France dependent on North Sea oil.
As the scandal broke on August 8, President Mitterrand and his Prime Minister
Laurent Fabius took the high ground and
named an elder statesman, Bernard Tricot,
to investigate the unfortunate affair and determine who was to blame. The press dutifully hailed Tricot as a statesman of honor
second only to God whose report could be
accepted as scripture. A member of the
Council of State who once served as de
Gaulle's chief of staff, Tricot is a Gaullist
who is above suspicion of covering up
Socialists for partisan reasons. He can also
be counted on to be guided by that prime
French virtue, the sens de I'etat, meaning
the interests of the state come first. Neither
the state nor its top officeholders—and least
of all the president—must be besmirched
by bavures.
Tricot's delicate task was to decide who
would take the blame. It had to be someone
high enough to seem credibly responsible,
low enough to keep Mitterrand at a distance
and, above all, with enough sens de I'etat
of his own to accept the verdict without
protesting that he was only following orders
from above. This was apparently impossible under a Socialist government, since
DGSE officials are too right-wing to take
the rap in order to protect Socialists, even
their boss, Defense Minister Charles
Hernu. And Hernu himself is too close to
Mitterrand to take the rap without making
Mitterrand look guilty. Hints flashed
through the media that DGSE agents would
defend themselves by pulling skeletons out
of the closet of whoever passed the buck
their way.
The weekly VSD described Tricot as "a
man who knows'boats well, since, at the
time of the Algerian National Liberation
Front, he kept a close watch on the actions
of the 'Red Hand,' a clandestine group organized by the SDECE that sank boats carrying arms for the Algerian guerrillas "
(SDECE is the old name of the DGSE.)
Waiting for Tricot gave French politicians a good excuse to maintain their re-

The Journal's finest hour
In a surprising editorial entitled "Mitterrand's Finest Hour," the Wall Street
Journal concluded that French readiness
to use force against the Rainbow Warrior
suggested that "the government had its
priorities straight." Coming under attack
from "a flotilla of hippies" may yet "make
Mr. Mitterrand appreciate the true value
of a Star Wars defense that would put
such troubles in the past," the WSJ opined.
"One can argue about whether France
should still be setting off nuclear weapons
in the atmosphere," the WSJ editorialist
wrote, perhaps to display his broadmindedness. "It may yet be that at some point
France will move its nuclear testing to a
cave." ,
What is surprising is that the Wall Street
Journal, which can certainly afford a good
research staff, didn't get the basic facts
straight. France took its nuclear tests out
of the atmosphere and under ground 10
years ago.
It was after losing its nuclear test site
in the Algerian desert that France moved
its tests to the coral atoll of Mururoa in
French Polynesia in 1966. Although France never signed the test ban treaty, it
moved its tests underground in 1975, evidently in response to protests against
radioactive pollution from its tests in the
atmosphere. France releases no official
information about its nuclear tests, but it
is known that about a hundred underground explosions have been conducted
since in the atoll's 40-mile long perimeter,
transforming it into a "Swiss cheese" and
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causing it to sink dangerously. Thus tests
have been transferred to holes in the underwater sea bed in the lagoon encircled
by the atoll.
The atoll itself, strictly off limits to all
but 3,000 technicians of the French atomic
energy commission (CEA), is polluted by
plutonium from previous tests. Since the
Socialists came to office, Defense Minister Charles Hernu has invited scientific
missions to the region to verify government claims that the underground tests are
not producing radiation that could endanger the health of Pacific islanders.
These investigations have satisfied such
former protesters as Brice Lalonde, and
there is no longer any audible opposition
to Mururoa testing in France itself.
But Greenpeace suspects that radiation
may be escaping into the sea from the
underground testing chambers. In Paris in
mid-August, Greenpeace international
chairman David McTaggart noted that on
May 8 France had carried out its largest
underground test ever, and confirmed
that for the first time Greenpeace would
be taking instruments to measure radiation
in the water to find out whether the radiation level is higher.
The French tests expected to resume in
September are apparently to perfect the
enhanced radiation, or neutron bomb
warheads that will in all likelihood go into
production next year for the new "Hades"
tactical missiles designed for a Central
European battlefield.
-D.J.
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Sitting in limbo
Title IX is still in limbo, and this time the United States
Catholic Conference (USCC) may be holding the hatchet
that kills the restoration of the sex discrimination law,
as well as three other companion laws that address age,
race and disability discrimination. Two versions of a
"civil rights restoration act" are now being hashed over
in Congress. Both attempt to override last year's
Supreme Court ruling that held that if a university is
found guilty of discrimination in a given program,
federal funds for that program alone—and not funding
for the entire university—can be cut off. According to
Rep. Don Edwards (D-CA), the momentum for a new
bill exists in Congress, especially for legislation that
"only restores the civil rights legislation to the condition
it was in before the Supreme Court's Grove City case."
But the version of the bill that Edwards pushed
through the Judiciary Committee, and that most civil
rights proponents support, is getting a cold shoulder
from the Catholic bishops. So far, the bishops have
been putting their considerable lobbying weight behind
a version drafted in the Education and Labor Committee
that includes an anti-abortion amendment proposed by
conservative Rep. Thomas Tauke (R-IA). According to
the USCC, the amendment is necessary to protect
educational institutions from providing abortion-related
services for women at federally funded universities.
According to Edwards it will do that and more: the
amendment could conceivably be used by schools to
deny women who've had abortions the right to other
educational services. At the very least, Edwards and
others fear, it could cause an invasion of privacy for
college-age women.
Amelia Parker, the director of the Congressional
Black Caucus, agrees with Edwards' assessment. She
told In These Times, "The bishops are using this civil
rights act as another vehicle for their abortion stand,
and if they succeed in getting their version to the floor
they'll jeopardize the entire legislation and create misery
fora vast number of minorities. It's a case of them not
being able to see the forest for the trees." Meanwhile,
Edwards says he may try to hold up the bill for another
year if necessary. "If we can't get a bill that's neutral
on abortion [like the Judicial Committee's version] we'll
have to wait. We won't attack women's organizations
by supporting an amendment that has no right being
attached to the civil rights restoration bill in the first
place."

Sitting on the sludge
The publicity that routinely highlights Los Angeles as
a beachgoer's boon somehow neglects to mention the
high levels of pollution that have contaminated the Santa
Monico Bay since the '50s. Now, as recent data pegs
the DOT level in the bay as the highest in the country,
local water advisory agencies are shuffling the facts in
order to avoid a federal sewage treatment rule.
At a hearing before State Assemblyman Tom Hayden
earlier this summer, Willard Bascom, the head of the
Southern California Coastal Waters Research Project
(SCCWRP) downplayed the risk of DDT-caused cancer
for bay sportfishers. But Bascom was soon contradicted
by a SCCWRP subordinate. In a later letter to Hayden,
David Brown, a department head of the water advisory
agency, charged Bascom with misrepresenting the data
on several important points, including cancer risk and
the extent of marine-species reduction. Brown added
that his boss apparently believes that SCCWRP's raison
d'etre is to provide data that undermines the necessity
of any increased treatment of sewage. As partial
evidence for this charge, Brown sent Hayden a Bascom
memo expressing fear that higher treatment standards
in Southern California may be seen by environmental
groups as a model for the nation. A hearing before the
Southern California Regional Water Quality Control
Board that would rule on the increased treatment was
set for July 22 but has .been postponed. The city has
also missed a July 1 deadline to cease dumping sludge
into Santa Monica Bay. Negotiations with the
Environmental Protection Agency apparently will garner
an extension until February.
According to Brown, "sportfishermen" in Southern
California are often poor people who fish for food. They
eat large amounts of the oily white croaker, the species
most contaminated by sewage and by the 2,500 tons of
DOT dumped during the '50s and '60s. Only a few of
the people fishing for food on a recent Sunday at Los

Angeles' Cabri I Io Beach Pier were aware of the posted
warnings of the state Department of Health Services.
"They should put the signs in pictures," commented
Martin Alvarado of Mexico, after noticing they were in
English only.
His suggestion was moot. The solitary posting on the
pier was spray-painted over.

The FDN connection
The May 1984 bombing of a press conference for contra
leader Eden Pastora that killed three journalists and
wounded 20 others was brushed aside by some groups
soon after it happened as a Sandinista-inspired plot. But
two reporters on the trail of the terrorists for the past
15 months say they have evidence to the contrary. Costa
Rican-based reporters Tony Avergen and Martha Honey
reported on NPR and CBC radio last month that they've
found a Nicaraguan Democratic Force (FDN) dissident
who claims that a terrorist unit in the FDN planned and
executed the bombings, and is also responsible for the
subsequent disinformation report that pinned the blame
on the Sandinistas. According to the reporters'
informant, the terrorist who planted the bomb at the
press conference was a right-wing Libyan who was
recruited in Chile in 1984 by FDN and Cl A
representatives. The informant—who is still avowedly
anti-Sandinista, but says he's increasingly disenchanted
with FDN tactics—also told Avergen and Honey that
the FDN will soon launch a wave of terrorist actions
also designed to make the Sandinistas look bad, possibly
including a raid on the U. S. embassy in Costa Rica and
an attempt on the life of exiled Nicaraguan Miskito
leader Brooklyn Rivera.
Reporter Avergen, who was injured in the bombing
that was unsuccessfully targeted for Pastora, said that
his efforts to check out the informant's story have so
far uncovered no inconsistencies. He also reported that
the informant had been kidnapped (but then escaped)
while trying to relay his information to the newsman.
Avergen's office has also received death threats warning
him to squelch his information. In These Times Central
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America correspondent William Gasperini will soon
travel to Costa Rica to follow up on the story.

Together again
Neither dreary weather nor conservative attempts to
dress up the farmer as the enemy of laborers dampened
the enthusiasm of the 1,000 farmers and unionists at a
Save the Family Farm rally in Kansas City, Mo., last
month. The rally—organized by diverse groups
including the United Auto Workers, the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and the National
Organization for Women as well as the North American
Farm Alliance and the American Agricultural
Movement—publicized the growing coalition of
farmers, laborers and civil rights workers. Sales of
sausages and rice at market value raised more than
$3,000 for the North American Farm Alliance Defense
Fund, which helps fanners who are facing foreclosures.
Midwest farmers, especially those in Missouri and
Iowa, have been hit the hardest by the crisis in
agricultural economics.
Speakers focused on farm legislation in Congress,
and farm groups wholeheartedly endorsed the Harkin
Bill (see In These Times, Aug. 21). Merle Hansen,
president of the North American Farm Alliance, called
it a "bill for social good" and said it addresses the "right
of every individual to a nutritious diet." Hansen also
took on the conservative attempt to split the coalition
in this early stage. "The enemy of the farmers is not
organized labor or minorities or some mystical Jewish
conspiracy. The enemy of farmers is corporate greed."
Union leaders told of their attempts to cement the
working relationship between farmers and laborers. The
Greater Kansas City Labor Council, AFL-CIO, has
assigned a committee of four union leaders to serve as
liaisons with the farm groups, and the UAW's Kansas
City locals also expanded their work with farm groups.
Some leaders talked about reshaping the state
Democratic Party along the lines of Minnesota's
Democratic-Farmer-Labor Party.
This weeks contributors were Michael Jondreau and
Bob Jacobi Jr.

